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Contact Agent by Appointment

Located at 116 Bathurst Street, Sydney, you're in a prime position to spend evenings going for walks along the iconic

Sydney Harbour waterfront or meeting friends for dinner at one of many world-class restaurants nearby. In the weekend,

enjoy relaxing amongst nature at The Royal Botanic Gardens or Hyde Park. You're also spoilt for choice when it comes to

the selection of retail boutiques, beaches, theatre and music venues and art events the city has to offer. From the street,

you can see a cascading waterfall of greenery atop the 36 storey tower, creating a striking, natural addition to the urban

city skyline. Castle Residences features a limited collection of studios, and 1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments, perfectly

designed for longevity and elevated living. All homes feature European oak and pale limestone finishes, with sophisticated

Miele or Gaggenau appliances. For the interiors, the architectural design team drew inspiration from the human eye,

representing its form through the use of arcs framing the view of the city skyline. Residents will be able to enjoy all the

high-end hotel amenities from the on-site Porter House Hotel, which are made available via a residents-only app. You'll be

able to access the concierge service, use of the hotel gym and pool, meeting rooms, housekeeping and in-residence

catering. Want to make a reservation for a show or dinner? Your concierge will take care of that too. All services are linked

to your personal banking for effortless booking and payment.Castle Residences has also integrated a D-Mag parking

system which provides a robot valet service.Castle Residence provides a truly unique opportunity to live in the heart of

Sydney in a home designed to be a landmark for years to come. Construction is almost complete with settlement starting

in Q2 this year. Submit your enquiry via Urban to secure your new home today.Executive 1bedroom plus 1 study

apartmentCastle Residences is an exclusive address on the doorstep to Sydney Hyde Park. Brand new and settled in 2022,

ready to move in.It will soon become the city's ultimate CBD address, fusing luxurious tower living with exceptional

boutique hotel services. Like celebrated apartment houses on London Hyde Park or New York Central Park, it offers an

unsurpassed experience of city living. In a graceful pairing of past and present, historic Porter House will house a luxury

boutique hotel while an elegant new residential tower soars above. Together, this unique fusion of luxurious living and

exceptional hotel services will create a lifestyle unmatched in a coveted Hyde Park setting. - Experience exceptional world

class hotel amenities with access to pool, gym, bars and business Centre. - Apartments designed with free-flowing living

spaces and rich artisan detailing designed for enduring elegance and appeal - Relish in luxury apartments complete with

interiors of the highest quality with timber and stone floors and Miele and Gaggenau appliances. - Enjoy a coveted Hyde

Park setting, living so close to the flourishing green of Hyde Park which brings a special quality to Sydney metropolitan life

- Apartments designed to maximize beautiful city and park views-a D-Mag parking system which provides a robot valet

service.This statement tower has been many years in the making in a stunning collaboration by award winning architects

Candelapas Associates, interior designer Studio Aria and developer United Development Sydney. Castle Residences

combines historical and contemporary form in an extraordinary way all set against the backdrop of beautiful Hyde

Park.Now SellingEnquire now with Iris Wang 0415 183 066 for this limited opportunity. 


